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Have you been walking during this pandemic? l started of walking to the shops! Instead of  getting 

in the car to nip for a paper, I walked. We then walked round the estate and John  looked at the 

houses: How they were built? How they were painted and maintained?  What they gardens were 

like? And finally the make and age of the car outside . We then  branched further afield and 

wandered into the countryside. And it was during this phase  that the following poem came to 

mind. Someone is out walking and, when the path divides,  they have to make a choice. 

 

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood 

And sorry I could not travel both 

And be one traveller, long I stood 

And looked down as far as I could 

To where it bent in the undergrowth. 

 

Then took the other, as just as fair 

And having perhaps the better claim, 

Because it was grassy and wanted wear; 

Though as for that, the passing there 

Had worn them really about the same. 

 

And both that morning equally lay 

In leaves no step had trodden black. 

Oh, I kept the first for another day! 

Yet knowing how way leads on to way, 

I doubted if I should ever come back. 

 

I shall be telling this with a sigh 

Somewhere ages and ages hence: 

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I — 

I took the one less travelled by, 

And that has made all the difference 

 

Robert Frost wrote this poem after taking nature walks with his friend Edward Thomas who  was 

also a poet. Sometimes the two poets would plan a route but Thomas would regret not  taking a 

different path and sigh because he thought he had missed something wonderful .  Frost found this 

amusing, not being the kind of man who believed in looking back. He wrote  the poem shortly 

after returning to the USA and sent a copy to Edward Thomas thinking he  would recognise the 

references and link them with their walking. This didn't happen, but  the poem was recently voted 

as America's favourite.  

 lt’s rather a strange poem and may need to be read several times. But it made me think -  about 

the choices we make and the difference these choices make to our lives. About the  things that 

happen, perhaps due to other people which make a tremendous difference to  our future.  



 I thought of three crucial decisions in my life, not all made by me.   

The first was when I had to decide which school to go to at eleven years old. There were  two 

Grammar schools which served the area where I lived — Skipton and Keighley. Skipton  was the 

‘posh’ one , the girls were taught manners! This was where my mother wanted me  to go! 

Needless to say I wanted to go to the other one where all my friends were going. My  parents let 

me go where I wanted! I was very happy there, and made great friends. I  remember when I was 

leaving to come to Loughborough the whole class went into the  music room, someone played the 

piano and we all sang. I was given a writing case from my  class. I have never forgotten my time 

and my friends at Keighley.   

The next choice was one made by my father. When he felt it was time for him to move  ministries 

he first went to preach at a church in Durham. He decided that this wasn't the  place for him to 

take up ministry and the family came to Loughborough, where among  other people, I met John at 

the age of 14. We have been married for over 50 years. What  would have happened if my dad had 

gone to Durham — I don't know, but I'm glad he didn't!   

My next 'crossroad moment’ was given to me by Eileen Rose who was a member at the  church; 

she was a Guide Leader at church and led the Primary section of the Sunday School.  She was also 

the secretary at the High School. One day an advert from the paper was put  through my letter 

box. It was an advertisement for a Head of Religious Studies at the High  School. Richard had just 

started school at the age of five and so I applied and was offered  the job. I taught there for over 

thirty years and enjoyed every minute. I shall never forget  what I owe to Eileen.         

Someone had a crossroad moment which we hear about in the New Testament. He was rich  

young man who came to Jesus. He wanted to become a follower of Jesus and asked what  Jesus 

wanted him to do. Jesus looked at the wealthy man and saw what was needed. He  told him to go 

and sell all he had and to come and follow him. Mark tells us that at this the  man's face fell and he 

went away with a heavy heart. (Mark chapter 10 verses 17-22)   

What are the pivotal moments in your life. Let us make sure that whatever life throws at us  we 

gain strength from God to follow where he leads; that we appreciate the opportunities  open to 

us; that we never forget our responsibility to others for the help they give us.          

 

 

 

 


